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Baby's Very First Lift-TheFlap Peek-a-Boo BB Grand
Central Publishing
This delightful addition to
the Baby's Very First
series has sturdy, shaped
gatefold ﬂaps, perfect for
little ﬁngers to open and
close. Babies will love
playing peek-a-book with
familiar animals from the
series. This is part of the
award winning series of
brightly coloured, high
contrast books for babies.
A perfect book for sharing
with babies at all stages
of their development. It
includes ﬂaps, shaped
pages and holes that
reveal little surprises to
spot and talk about.
The First Stars Simon
and Schuster
#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER #1
INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER A
heartbreaking and
hilarious memoir by iCarly
and Sam & Cat star
Jennette McCurdy about
her struggles as a former
child actor—including
eating disorders,
addiction, and a
complicated relationship
with her overbearing
mother—and how she
retook control of her life.
Jennette McCurdy was six
years old when she had

her ﬁrst acting audition.
Her mother’s dream was
for her only daughter to
become a star, and
Jennette would do
anything to make her
mother happy. So she
went along with what
Mom called “calorie
restriction,” eating little
and weighing herself ﬁve
times a day. She endured
extensive at-home
makeovers while Mom
chided, “Your eyelashes
are invisible, okay? You
think Dakota Fanning
doesn’t tint hers?” She
was even showered by
Mom until age sixteen
while sharing her diaries,
email, and all her income.
In I’m Glad My Mom Died,
Jennette recounts all this
in unﬂinching detail—just
as she chronicles what
happens when the dream
ﬁnally comes true. Cast in
a new Nickelodeon series
called iCarly, she is thrust
into fame. Though Mom is
ecstatic, emailing fan club
moderators and getting
on a ﬁrst-name basis with
the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”),
Jennette is riddled with
anxiety, shame, and selfloathing, which manifest
into eating disorders,
addiction, and a series of
unhealthy relationships.
These issues only get
worse when, soon after
taking the lead in the

iCarly spinoﬀ Sam & Cat
alongside Ariana Grande,
her mother dies of cancer.
Finally, after discovering
therapy and quitting
acting, Jennette embarks
on recovery and decides
for the ﬁrst time in her life
what she really wants.
Told with refreshing
candor and dark humor,
I’m Glad My Mom Died is
an inspiring story of
resilience, independence,
and the joy of
shampooing your own
hair.
Among the Red Stars
Princeton University Press
Babies will love looking at
the bright pictures, lifting
the ﬂaps and running
their ﬁngers over the
touchy-feely areas in this
delightful book.
The Celestial Guide, Or
Index to the Fixed
Stars of the First
Magnitude, and
Principal Constellations
... With ... Plates
McFarland
The formation of the ﬁrst
stars (Pop III stars) and
galaxies is one of the
great outstanding
challenges in modern
astrophysics and
cosmology. The ﬁrst stars
are likely key drivers for
early cosmic evolution
and will be at the center
of attention over the next
decade. The best
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available space and
ground-based telescopes
like the Hubble Space
Telescope probe the
Universe to high redshifts
and provide us with
tantalizing hints; but they
cannot yet directly detect
the ﬁrst generation of
stars and the formation of
the ﬁrst galaxies. This is
left as key science for
future telecopes like the
James Webb Space
Telescope. This book is
based in part on
classroom tested lectures
related to Pop III stars, but
also draws from the
author's review articles of
the main physical
principles involved. The
book will thus combine
pedagogical introductory
chapters with more
advanced ones to survey
the cutting-edge
advances from the
frontier of research. It
covers the theory of ﬁrst
star formation, the
relation between ﬁrst
stars and dark matter,
their impact on
cosmology, their
observational signatures,
the transition to normal
star formation as well as
the assembly of the ﬁrst
galaxies. It will prepare
students for interpreting
observational ﬁndings and
their cosmological
implications.
The First to Die at the
End Charlesbridge

Publishing
A wedding. A trip to Spain.
The most infuriating man.
And three days of
pretending. Or in other
words, a plan that will
never work. Catalina
Martín, ﬁnally, not single.
Her family is happy to
announce that she will
bring her American
boyfriend to her sister's
wedding. Everyone is
invited to come and
witness the most magical
event of the year. That
would certainly be
tomorrow's headline in
the local newspaper of the
small Spanish town I
came from. Or the epitaph
on my tombstone, seeing
the turn my life had taken
in the span of a phone
call. Four weeks wasn't a
lot of time to ﬁnd
someone willing to cross
the Atlantic-from NYC and
all the way to Spain-for a
wedding. Let alone,
someone eager to play
along with my charade.
But that didn't mean I was
desperate enough to bring
the 6'4 blue eyed pain in
my ass standing before
me, Aaron Blackford. The
man whose main
occupation was making
my blood boil had just
oﬀered himself to be my
date. Right after inserting
his nose in my business,
calling me delusional, and
calling himself my best
option. See? Outrageous.
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Aggravating. Blood
boiling. And much to my
total despair, also right.
Which left me with a surly
and extra large dilemma
in my hands. Was it worth
the suﬀering to bring my
colleague and bane of my
existence as my fake
boyfriend to my sister's
wedding? Or was I better
oﬀ coming clean and
facing the consequences
of my panic induced lie?
Like my abuela would say,
que dios nos pille
confesados.The Spanish
Love Deception is an
enemies-to-lovers, fakedating.
My Very First Book of
Numbers HarperCollins
From the discovery of
entirely new kinds of
galaxies to a window into
cosmic ‘prehistory’,
Bothwell shows us the
Universe as we’ve never
seen it before – literally.
Since the dawn of our
species, people all over
the world have gazed in
awe at the night sky. But
for all the beauty and
wonder of the stars, when
we look with just our eyes
we are seeing and
appreciating only a tiny
fraction of the Universe.
What does the cosmos
have in store for us
beyond the phenomena
we can see, from black
holes to supernovas? How
diﬀerent does the invisible
Universe look from the
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home we thought we
knew? Dr Matt Bothwell
takes us on a journey
through the full spectrum
of light and beyond,
revealing what we have
learned about the
mysteries of the Universe.
This book is a guide to the
ninety-nine per cent of
cosmic reality we can’t
see – the Universe that is
hidden, right in front of
our eyes. It is also the
endpoint of a scientiﬁc
detective story thousands
of years in the telling. It is
a tour through our
Invisible Universe.
Baby's Very First
Touchy-Feely Book The
Experiment
When Luna&nbspdances,
she feels like the world's
volume turns up, like all
colors brighten, like
sunlight sparkles behind
every cloud. But when she
takes her dance test to
move up to the big kid
class, she ducks, dives,
spins and... falls.
Luna&nbspthinks she
can't be a real dancer
now. Can
Luna&nbspfamily
convince her otherwise?
To the Stars! Penguin
"Dazzling, poetic and vivid
storytelling from one of
Australia's greatest
writers, which tells the
bloody, brutal and
enthralling story of the
epic journey of the First
Fleet. Originally published
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as a multi-part serial in
The Australian, By Sea
and Stars tells the story of
the epic voyage which led
to the founding of our
nation, as told from the
point of view of the
people who took part willingly or unwillingly - in
it. Drawing from historical
sources of the time,
including letters and
journals, Trent Dalton,
one of Australia's best
writers, brings this epic
voyage, and the people
who went on it, to vivid
life. This is not dry history
of dates and names.
These are gripping stories
of real people, from the
lowest to the highest.
From terriﬁed nine year
old chimney sweep and
convict John Hudson to
conscientious Lieutenant
Ralph Clark, pining after
his wife and son, to the
brave and determined
Captain-General Arthur
Phillip, the brightest star
of the British Navy: these
are the people who made
the voyage, and these are
their stories - of death,
duty, glory, lust, violence,
escape, mutiny - and a
great southern land."-Back cover.
My Very First Space Book
HarperCollins
This thoughtful book
explores happiness,
sadness, anger, fear and
worry in a friendly and
approachable way.

Adorable animal
characters experience
diﬀerent emotions, while
imaginative ﬂaps answer
important questions such
as 'Why don't I feel happy
all the time?' and 'How
can I cheer up my friend?'
Illustrations: Full colour
throughout
First Lift-the-Flap
Questions and Answers
How Do Flowers Grow?
Lift-the-ﬂap Very First
Questions and Answers
Though astrophysicists
have developed a
theoretical framework for
understanding how the
ﬁrst stars and galaxies
formed, only now are we
able to begin testing
those theories with actual
observations of the very
distant, early universe.
We are entering a new
and exciting era of
discovery that will
advance the frontiers of
knowledge, and this book
couldn't be more timely. It
covers all the basic
concepts in cosmology,
drawing on insights from
an astronomer who has
pioneered much of this
research over the past
two decades. Abraham
Loeb starts from ﬁrst
principles, tracing the
theoretical foundations of
cosmology and carefully
explaining the physics
behind them. Topics
include the gravitational
growth of perturbations in
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an expanding universe,
the abundance and
properties of dark matter
halos and galaxies,
reionization, the
observational methods
used to detect the earliest
galaxies and probe the
diﬀuse gas between
them--and much more.
Cosmology seeks to solve
the fundamental mystery
of our cosmic origins. This
book oﬀers a succinct and
accessible primer at a
time when breathtaking
technological advances
promise a wealth of new
observational data on the
ﬁrst stars and galaxies.
Provides a concise
introduction to cosmology
Covers all the basic
concepts Gives an
overview of the
gravitational growth of
perturbations in an
expanding universe
Explains the process of
reionization Describes the
observational methods
used to detect the earliest
galaxies
The First Thanksgiving
Simon and Schuster
It is 1943 and for 10 year
old Annemarie life is still
fun. But there are worries
too - the Nazis have
occupied Copenhagen and
there are food shortages,
curfews and the threat of
being stopped by soldiers
and Annemarie's best
friend is a Jew.
See the Stars Simon and

Schuster
This book focuses on 50 of
the most important
entertainers in the history
of country music, from its
beginnings in the folk
music of early America
through the 1970s.
Divided into ﬁve distinct
categories, it discusses
the pioneers who brought
mountain music to mass
audiences; cowboys and
radio stars who spread
country music
countrywide; honky-tonk
and bluegrass musicians
who diﬀerentiated country
music during the 1940s;
the major contributions
that female artists made
to the genre; and the
modern country sound
which dominated the
genre from the late 1950s
to the mid–1980s. Each
entry includes a brief
biography of the chosen
artist with special
emphasis on experiences
which inﬂuenced their
musical careers. Covered
musicians include Fiddlin’
John Carson, Riley
Puckett, Gene Autry, Roy
Rogers, Bob Wills, Bill
Monroe, Hank Williams,
Sr., Dale Evans, June
Carter Cash, Loretta Lynn,
Buck Owens, Roy Clark,
Willie Nelson and Merle
Haggard.
Lift-The-Flap First
Questions and
Answers: What Are
Feelings? Board Book
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Puﬃn
Invites young readers to
touch things as squashy
boots, a furry penguin, a
shiny truck, and a ﬂuﬀy
cloud. On board pages.
The Fault in Our Stars
Usborne
As the twentieth century
closed, Fred Adams and
Greg Laughlin captured
the attention of the world
by identifying the ﬁve
ages of time. In The Five
Ages of the Universe,
Adams and Laughlin
demonstrate that we can
now understand the
complete life story of the
cosmos from beginning to
end. Adams and Laughlin
have been hailed as the
creators of the deﬁnitive
long-term projection of
the evolution of the
universe. Their
achievement is awesome
in its scale and profound
in its scientiﬁc breadth.
But The Five Ages of the
Universe is more than a
handbook of the physical
processes that guided our
past and will shape our
future; it is a truly epic
story. Without leaving
earth, here is a fantastic
voyage to the physics of
eternity. It is the only
biography of the universe
you will ever need.
The Five Ages of the
Universe HarperCollins
Children's Books
The First Astronomers is
the ﬁrst book to reveal
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the rich knowledge of the
stars and the planets held
by First Peoples around
the world. Our eyes have
been drawn away from
the skies to our screens.
We no longer look to the
stars to forecast the
weather, predict the
seasons or plant our
gardens. Most of us
cannot even see the Milky
Way. But First Nations
Elders around the world
still maintain this
knowledge, and there is
much we can learn from
them. These Elders are
expert observers of the
stars. They teach that
everything on the land is
reﬂected in the sky, and
everything in the sky is
reﬂected on the land. How
does this work, and how
can we better understand
our place in the universe?
Guided by six First
Nations Elders, Duane
Hamacher takes us on a
journey across space and
time to reveal the wisdom
of the ﬁrst astronomers.
These living systems of
knowledge challenge
conventional ideas about
the nature of science and
the longevity of oral
tradition. Indigenous
science is dynamic,
adapting to changes in
the skies and on Earth,
pointing the way for a
world facing the profound
disruptions of climate
change. 'This book marks
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a profound paradigm shift
in our understanding of
Indigenous scientiﬁc
traditions, how they are
transmitted, and their
relevance to life today.' Professor Marcia Langton,
University of Melbourne 'A
ground-breaking book of
enormous scope.' - Brian
Schmidt, Nobel Laureate
in Physics 'A glimpse into
Indigenous ways of
reading landscapes
reﬂected in the night sky
through ancient processes
of inquiry.' - Dr Tyson
Yunkaporta, author of
Sand Talk 'A wonderful
combination of
scholarship and poetry.' Dr Annette S. Lee, Lakota
astrophysicist 'Beautiful,
engaging, and startlingly
profound.' - Alan Duﬀy,
Professor of Astrophysics
The First Astronomers
Bloomsbury Publishing
Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin
was the revolutionary
scientiﬁc thinker who
discovered what stars are
made of. But her name is
hard to ﬁnd alongside
those of Hubble, Herschel,
and other great
astronomers. Donovan
Moore tells the story of
Payne's life of
determination against all
the obstacles a
patriarchal society
erected against her.
The Natural Navigator
Allen & Unwin
Half-page ﬂaps enable the

reader to mix and match
animals and their homes.
On board pages.
The First Female Stars
Springer
The long-awaited memoir
of a trailblazer and role
model who is telling her
story for the ﬁrst time.
Eileen Collins was an
aviation pioneer her
entire career, from her
crowning achievements
as the ﬁrst woman to
command an American
space mission as well as
the ﬁrst to pilot the space
shuttle to her early years
as one of the Air Force’s
ﬁrst female pilots. She
was in the ﬁrst class of
women to earn pilot’s
wings at Vance Air Force
Base and was their ﬁrst
female instructor pilot.
She was only the second
woman pilot admitted to
the Air Force’s elite Test
Pilot Program at Edwards
Air Force Base. NASA had
such conﬁdence in her
skills as a leader and pilot
that she was entrusted to
command the ﬁrst shuttle
mission after the
Columbia disaster,
returning the US to
spaceﬂight after a twoyear hiatus. Since retiring
from the Air Force and
NASA, she has served on
numerous corporate
boards and is an
inspirational speaker
about space exploration
and leadership. Eileen
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Collins is among the most
recognized and admired
women in the world, yet
this is the ﬁrst time she
has told her story in a
book. It is a story not only
of achievement and
overcoming obstacles but
of profound personal
transformation. The shy,
quiet child of an alcoholic
father and struggling
single mother, who grew
up in modest
circumstances and was an
unremarkable student,
she had few prospects
when she graduated from
high school, but she
changed her life to pursue
her secret dream of
becoming an astronaut.
She shares her leadership
and life lessons
throughout the book with
the aim of inspiring and
passing on her legacy to a
new generation.
My Very First Book of
Animal Homes Baby's
Very First Noisy Book
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER The
complete, uncensored
history of the awardwinning The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart, as told
by its correspondents,
writers, and host. For

almost seventeen years,
The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart brilliantly
redeﬁned the borders
between television
comedy, political satire,
and opinionated news
coverage. It launched the
careers of some of today's
most signiﬁcant
comedians, highlighted
the hypocrisies of the
powerful, and garnered 23
Emmys. Now the show's
behind-the-scenes gags,
controversies, and
camaraderie will be
chronicled by the players
themselves, from
legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast
members and writersincluding Samantha Bee,
Stephen Colbert, John
Oliver, and Steve Carell plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent
guests and adversaries:
John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more.
This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain
for all the show's
highlights, from its origins
as Comedy Central's
underdog late-night
program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a
scrappy jester in the 24-
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hour political news cycle
to become part of the
beating heart of politics-a
trusted source for not only
comedy but also
commentary, with a
reputation for calling
bullshit and an ability to
eﬀect real change in the
world. Through years of
incisive election coverage,
passionate debates with
President Obama and
Hillary Clinton, feuds with
Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and
provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The
Daily Show has been a
cultural touchstone. Now,
for the ﬁrst time, the
people behind the show's
seminal moments come
together to share their
memories of the lastminute rewrites,
improvisations, pranks,
romances, blow-ups, and
moments of Zen both on
and oﬀ the set of one of
America's most
groundbreaking shows.
What Are Gems? Usborne
Presents black holes, star
colors, the lifecycle of a
star, and other star
concepts, including a
diﬀerent constellation to
look at for each month of
the year.

